
 

 

 

 

 

 

Topic Title: Can electricity save the world? Year Group: 4 Term: 2 

Key Vocabulary 

  
Where? 
Greece    Marathon  Europe   theatre  
settlements  
Troy      Sparta      

Music 

This term we will continue to develop our ability to play 

the ukulele and will progress from playing specific 

chords to switching between different chords and 

ultimately performing a song. 

 

English 

This term we will writing our own newspaper 

articles, focusing on real events that have 

happened in the world. We will be writing our 

own diary entries, from the perspective of a 

character showing a change of opinion. Our last 

sequence of the term will focus on fables, 

including ‘The Boy Who Cried Wolf.’ 

 

 

PE  

Within this term we will be taking part in 

Sports Hall activity challenges to develop 

our co-ordination and agility. 

 

MFL We will focus on transport this term, identifying directions and how to ask questions in conversations.  

 

 

 

When?    
historically     recently     current    in the past 
last century  

 
How? 
investigate     persuade       explore         sort 
describe         question        sequence     tell  
retell               research        explain         record 
 

History 

We will we continue to focus on the Ancient Greeks and their 

influence on us today. We will learn about famous Greek 

wars, including the Battle of Marathon and how theatre was a 

big part of Greek society. 

 
What like? 
conductor     insulator     open      closed     
renewable     non-renewable     battery 
powered     mains powered      

 
What? 
circuit     electricity     mains     pylons     switch 
motor     buzzer     device     components 
connection     appliance     energy           

 Who? 
Jesus   Christian  Aesop  scientist   actors 
actresses   performers  
Athena     Homer     Helen of Troy 
 

Maths 

Within this term we will focus on several 

topics, including: decimals, roman numerals 

and measurement (time).  

We will continue to practise our recall of 

multiplication and division facts up to 12 x 

12. 

 

Science 

This term we change our focus onto the electrical 

circuits that impact our lives on a daily basis. We will be 

testing whether certain materials are conductors or 

insulators and use this understanding to develop, create 

and test our own switches. 

Computing 

In computing we will use our understanding of 

algorithms and coding to create a maze game, 

based on the Ancient Greek myth ‘Theseus and 

the Minotaur.’ 

 
 

 
 


